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on it. Sheep supplement cattle, and in the mountains,
especially of Wicklow and 'Galway, largely replace
them. Yet what Scott observed in The Two Drovers
is true of Ireland: the Celt, a prince among herds,
is a child among flocks. Ireland has never earned a
name as a sheep-raising country.
But in all history the Irish have excelled in one
thing. They have an instinct, a little less marked
in Ulster than elsewhere, for breeding and handling
fine horses. The best no doubt come from the best
lands, in Meath and Limerick ; but almost everywhere
even the smallest farmer will chance sending his mare
to a good sire and breed a possible hunter. Every-
where a colt can be left out of doors while growing,
and can range freely over rough ground; and in the
South every second urchin can sit a horse, bare-backed,
over a fence. This element is • the • gambling chance
in the life of these fanners—if farmers they can be
called. ;.. -.
• Wherever there is tillage farming there are pigs
and there are poultry: sources of wealth which
traditionally the Irish farmer did not trouble about
greatly. Now, their importance begins to be realised :
the export of poultry and eggs approaches a value of
ten millions a year, in spite of the admitted fact that
this business is not at all well managed.
In truth, except in horse-breeding there is no depart-
ment of a farmer's work in which Ireland stands well.
The Belgian flax fetches sixty pounds in Belfast
against forty for the Irish grown. Denmark can
always get a higher price for butter than even Limerick
or Tipperary, when their yield is at its best; and
Denmark contrives by winter feeding to keep its
supply of butter constant through the year. The
average yield of a cow's milk is higher in Denmark
than anywhere in Ireland, Irish cattle sell well,
yet the big buyers in Great Britain say that' the
Scotch and English beasts outclass them, because
breeding is more, carefully supervised.' According to

